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Abstract—This paper proposes design and a prototype for a nutrition recommendation and energy expenditure application. The application runs on the iOS smartphones. The application advises users about daily calories intake and burn calculation and recommends the users how to exercise in order to balance the calories intake and burn. The application gives healthy calories intake and suitable exercise information and supports both of western and Thai cuisines. The application provides body mass index (BMI), basal metabolic rate (BMR), total energy expenditure (TDEE) and energy expenditure for exercise (EEE) estimation to the users that depends on their races and genders. The graphical user interface (GUI) design, full implementation, building, testing, and evaluation are also proposed. The application has achieved requirements and specifications. Finally, we have uploaded it into the App Store and freely distributing to the users with its name is “Calories iCare”.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, obesity is a major national issue in many countries, including Thailand as most of people are not aware of their nutrition and exercise. People tend to have excessive food energy intake whereas they may also have nutrition deficiency.

The lack of healthy nutrition and suitable exercise are significantly risk factors to invoke the obesity. It also links to related diseases such as the diabetes or the cardiovascular diseases. It may increase the risks to occur some cancers. In the contrast, the malnutrition influences growth and intelligent development in children. As a result, realizing in way of living and exercise is a significant thing in our life [1], [2], [3].

In previous works, there were many related health system such as a website that provided accurate information about diet and diabetes management in an interactive format, or the diabetes self-management learning system [4]. In addition, there is a large caring system integrating many components including mobile devices such as a mobile phones interfacing with the server [5]. At the present, smartphones are part of our daily life. Most people take their phones with them everywhere they go and utilize them to do many tasks more than any other communication devices. There are so many health application instances for smartphones such as a calorie counting and step walked application [6], [7]. These products are distributed for free and commercially via online places and market in both Apple and Android platforms. The most of them provide particularly in term of western cuisines. There has not yet been an application suggesting users using Thai cuisines. Although there is a website provided by the Institute of Nutrition, Mahidol University, it does not support mobile devices [8].

Our main objective of the application is to keep a healthy weight and living. This paper proposes the design and a prototype for a nutrition recommendation and exercise application. The application runs on the iOS smartphones. The application provides daily calories intake and burn calculation and recommends the users how to exercise in order to balance the calories intake and burn. In addition, the application gives healthy calories intake and suitable exercise information and supports both of western and Thai cuisines.

II. RELATED ISSUES

A. Nutrition and Calories

Nutritional status depends on nutrient quantity, which digested and absorbed. There are differences between each person. Institute of Nutrition, Mahidol University suggests the nine qualitative guidelines in its Thai food based dietary guidelines (FBDGs).

Energy and nutrient consumption of the body for each day are changeable that depends on many conditions. In addition, nutrition also assumes to suitable foods for some kind of people, for example, athletes, pregnancy women or illness patients. A calorie is a unit of measure for energy and a pound is a unit of measure for mass, or weight. So then 1 pound is equal to 3,500 calories. Therefore, Total Daily Energy Expenditure (TDEE) is the total number of calories that our body expends in 24 hours, including all activities also known as maintenance level [9].

B. Maintaining, Losing, and Gaining Weight

It depends on a matter of calories input and output. To maintain weight, The American College of Sports Medicine recommends calorie levels never drop below 1,200 per day for women or 1,800 per day for men. For either gaining or losing weight, increasing or reducing calories by 15 to 20 percent above or below TDEE respectively, is a good
suggestion [9]. The application provides the energy expenditure activity as well as the body exercise to users. The users can calculate and manage their optimal calories intake and energy expenditure to keep a healthy weight.

III. METHOD TO MEASURE ENERGY EXPENDITURE

A. BMI

A dietary goal is to keep body’s weight to normal Body Mass Index (BMI) defined as the individual’s body mass divided by the square of their height. The BMI category is shown in Table I [10], [11].

The BMI is an important value for evaluating body fats as it is easy to calculate and it can apply to all ranges of age. In Asian standard, the usual BMI of an adult is in between 18.5 to 22.9 kg/m². It is less than 18.5 to imply underweight and, equal or more than 23.0 to imply obese. We can indicate risk of diseases using our BMI value. If someone is obesity, he may have the risk of invoking Hypertension, Diabetes, or Heart Disease. On another hand, a severely underweight one may be endangered as he is easily infected and the physical fitness is reducing. Therefore, we should be keeping in the healthy weight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I: THE BMI CATEGORY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europe BMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less than 18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.5 to 24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.0 – 29.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.0 – 34.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.0 – 39.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. BMI and TDEE

In our work, we also use Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR). The BMR is measured when human beings or other animals are at rest. It can be calculated by using Harris and Benedict formula [12] for men and women as shown in (1) and (2) respectively.

\[
66.5 + (13.75 \times kg) + (5.003 \times cm) – (6.775 \times age) \quad (1)
\]

\[
655.1 + (9.563 \times kg) + (1.850 \times cm) – (4.775 \times age) \quad (2)
\]

However, the BMR is an inconstant value affected by many factors including nutritional condition, pregnancy, surgery, infectious, athlete condition, level of gland hormones, genetics environment, etc.

In order to maintain current weight, it is simply need to manipulate physical activity levels and Total Energy Expenditure (TDEE). For example to determine BMR that a user is female with 30 years old, tall 167.6 cm, weight 54.5 kilos. Then the BMR is 655 + 523 + 302 – 141; it is 1339 calories per day. Next, we can determine a TDEE value; we suppose the user is moderately active (the factor level is 1.55). And then, the TDEE value is 1.55 * 1,339; it is 2,075 calories per day [13].

C. MET

A Metabolic Equivalent (MET) reflects the energy expended by the body at rest. For example, running at 10 mph (6 min/mile pace) is equal to 14.5 METs (i.e. 14.5 times more energy is required to run that pace than at rest). In related papers [6], [7], they detected daily activity only deskwork and walking MET values, not including physical activity or exercise. In this work, we deploy METs of physical and home activities for energy expenditure estimation from reference [14]. In case of all matters, the application will suggest exercise type and time spending. The energy expenditure is estimated using formula (3).

\[
0.0175 \times MET \times weight \times minute = kcal \quad (3)
\]

The 0.0175 value is a value of 1 MET, derived from 3.5 millimeters of oxygen per kg body weight per minute (3.5/200). For example, a 55 kg person has 45 minutes aerobic (the MET of aerobic is 6.5), an energy expenditure value is 0.0175 * 6.5 * 55 * 45, and then it is 280 kcal.

IV. APPLICATION AND ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

A. Application Architecture

The application is for running on the Apple’s iOS devices, iPhone/iPad. We design the application in order to follow the principle of MVC and layer-based architecture considering the application functionality as shown in Fig. 1.

The application architecture divides into three components. It consists of GUI, Root View Controller (RVC) and, Data Source and Storage Engine (DSSE). The most important component is the RVC, which is responsible for application logical controlling and orchestrating all components to drive for the application goal.

The RVC orchestrates each UIView Controller which responses for each user interface object. The Energy Calculation Logic (ECL) module is in charge for logical core function of the application whereas life cycle and notification of the application are controlled by the Application Life Cycle Controller module (ALCC). In addition, the application provides sharing data to social network using the Facebook API.

In case that user touches screen on an interface object, such as a navigation bar, the object sends the action to the UIView Controller. The controller then sends the update back to user interface such as changing page. On the other hand, if the user’s action is an influence against data such as the user
updates profile, the DSSE will then be in charge. In usual scenarios, the triggers may not only come from user interaction such as the ECL has detected the over energy consumption. Then, it will send message to the view controller and then, the view controller updates the user interface objects.

The application proposes personal usages on their own mobile smartphones. Even though, they login to the application on other devices, they are able to retrieve their profiles from cloud storages. In this work, we customize the Apple’s iCloud to store the users’ profiles.

B. States of the Application

![Login and user’s profile register state diagram](image)

Fig. 2. The login and user’s profile register state diagram.

![Home page state diagram](image)

Fig. 3. The main state diagram.

In our previous published paper [15], our application was a multi-view application. We have determined the number of views/pages and the interaction amongst them using state diagrams.

Login and user’s profile register state is initialized as shown in Fig. 2. The application checks the user profile on iCloud. Then, if the application finds the existing profile, the application will restore the profile and display it on the home page. Otherwise, the application will process user registration asking for identification such as gender, height and birthdate. After that, it also leads the user to the home page. If a user has ended the application process from background, the application always invokes the main state for checking the user’s profile. The iOS multitasking feature then resumes the last state of the application.
Fig. 3 shows the overview state diagram of the application. The application consists of five taps including Home, History, Summary, Article and Setting. The Home page displays daily suitable food energy intake calculated from the user registered data. In addition, the user can insert foods/dishes and exercise that he actually takes. The History page provides the actual food energy intake and the exercise list. Finally, the Setting is for user configuration, for example, notification, profile setting, food list updating and, team developer contacts.

The functionality of the home page is shown in Fig. 4. A user can search and select some foods from the application list. The user can also select from his recent or favorite list. Furthermore, the application provides the user own define food and energy by themselves. The application supports the functionality list as well as the food list. The Exercise Recommendation will notify to the user when he has excessive daily food energy intake specified by the user selection in the registered profile.

The functionality of the home page is shown in Fig. 4. A user can search and select some foods from the application list. The user can also select from his recent or favorite list. Furthermore, the application provides the user own define food and energy by themselves. The application supports the functionality list as well as the food list. The Exercise Recommendation will notify to the user when he has excessive daily food energy intake specified by the user selection in the registered profile.

The state diagram is for user configuration, the Setting page shown in Fig. 7. The first, notification is for alerting a user to change the user’s profile and, food and exercise list as the third. The application supports data backing up and exporting to external usage. Furthermore, the application provides user’s feedback mechanism. Finally, there are information about the application and log out function.

C. BMI and TDEE Estimation

In a point of view of the users, he will select his goal among maintaining, losing, or gaining weight. In this application, not only in the selected goal, the application will always recommend the user to proper exercise.

We propose Algorithm 1 for estimating all significant factors. When a user has started the application into the register process, the application calculates the user BMI to identify the level of body mass as shown in Algorithm 2 for BMI calculation. Then, the application will prompt to accept a weight in kilogram and a height in centimeter, age and gender to estimate the user’s TDEE based from BMR as shown in Algorithm 3 for TDEE calculation.

The important data needed from the user in this application is the physical activity level in order to produce an activity multipliers which is various among 1.2, 1.375, 1.55, 1.75, and 1.90 and depends on the user’s specific physical status. Hence, the user should give the suites activity level into the application. In addition, if the exercise frequency changes, the user can also re-adjust the activity level.

Algorithm 1 mainEstimation

Require: Algorithms calBMI, calTDEE, calEEE and calRemainEEE
Define: actualCI=Actual Calory Intake, optimalCI = Optimal Calories Intake, optimalEEE = Optimal Energy Expenditure for Exercise, TDEE = Total Daily Energy Expenditure

1. Start
2. Read actualCI, weight (kg), height (cm), age, gender
3. Read sport, time, remainEEE
4. Set bmiLevel = calBMI(weight, height)
5. Set TDEE = calTDEE(weight, height, age, gender)
6. Set exerciseLevel = calOptimalEEE(bmiLevel, TDEE)
7. Set remainEEE = calRemainEEE(sport, time, weight, optimalEEE)
8. Set optimalEEE = remainEEE + optimalEEE
9. Display optimalCI, actualCI, actualEEE
10. Stop

Algorithm 2 calBMI (BMI Calculation)

Require: Weight is in kilogram, and height is in meter in which each value is more than zero

11. Start
12. Read weight(kg), height(m) 
13. Set BMI = weight / (height * height)
14. If (BMI < 18.5) Then
15. Set BMI = UNDER_WEIGHT
16. Set bmiLevel = GAINING

Fig. 6. The food and exercise history state diagram.

Fig. 5. The food and exercise history state diagram.

The application calculates the BMI with the changed weight from the user input. Moreover, the application displays energy in bar graph which compares the user consumed calories against to the previous 4 days energy that has been spent. The followed up weight and BMI state diagram is shown in Fig. 6.

The state diagram is for user configuration, the Setting page shown in Fig. 7. The first, notification is for alerting a user to record data and configure notify appearance style. The Next is for update the user’s profile and, food and exercise list as the third. The application supports data backing up and exporting to external usage. Furthermore, the application provides user’s feedback mechanism. Finally, there are information about the application and log out function.
6. Else If (BMI >= 18.5 And BMI <= 22.9) Then
7. Set BMI = HEALTHY_WEIGHT
8. Set bmiLevel = MAINTAIN
9. Else If (BMI >= 23.0 And BMI <= 24.9) Then
10. Set BMI = OVER_WEIGHT
11. Set bmiLevel = LOSING
12. Else If (BMI >= 25.0 And BMI <= 29.9) Then
13. Set BMI = OBESE
14. Set bmiLevel = LOSING
15. Else If (BMI > 30) Then
16. Set BMI = SEVERELY_OBESE
17. Set bmiLevel = LOSING
18. End If
19. Return bmiLevel
20. Stop

![Algorithm 3: calTDEE (Total Daily Energy Expenditure Calculation)](image)

**Algorithm 3 calTDEE (Total Daily Energy Expenditure Calculation)**

**Require:** Weight is in kilogram and height is in meter in which each value is more than zero

**Require:** Age calculated by birthdate and gender is FEMALE or MALE.

1. Start
2. Read weight(kg), height(m), age, sex, activityLevel
3. If (gender = FEMALE) Then
4. Set BMR = 655.1 + 9.563*weight + 1.850*height – 4.775*age
5. Else
6. Set BMR = 66.5 + 13.75*weight + 5.003*height – 6.775*age
7. End If
8. If (activityLevel = SEDENTARY) Then
9. Set TDEE = BMR * 1.20
10. Else If (activityLevel = LIGHTLY_ACTIVE) Then
11. Set TDEE = BMR * 1.375
12. Else If (activityLevel = MODERATELY_ACTIVE) Then
13. Set TDEE = BMR * 1.55
14. Else If (activityLevel = VERY_ACTIVE) Then
15. Set TDEE = BMR * 1.725
16. Else If (activityLevel = EXTRA_ACTIVE) Then
17. Set TDEE = BMR * 1.90
18. End If
19. Return TDEE
20. Stop

**D. Energy Expenditure for Exercise (EEE) Estimation**

We consider the calculation into three schemas for each goal between optimal calories intake (OCI) and actual calories intake (ACI). The first schema is maintaining weight, the user should have the OCI which equals to the TDEE and should exercise normally 3 to 5 days a week. In case of the ACI is less than or equal the OCI for at least 3 days, the application will recommend the user to increase calories intake and to exercise 1 to 2 days a week. The second schema is losing weight, the user should decrease the OCI to 15 percent of the TDEE and should exercise daily 6 to 7 days a week. In case of ACI is less than or equal the OCI, we configure base value of the EEE to 10 percent of TDEE for motivating the user to have slightly exercise. The last schema is gaining weight; the user should increase the OCI to 15 percent of the TDEE and exercise slightly 1 to 3 days a week.

Algorithm 4 shows proposed algorithms for calculating optimal food energy intake and energy expenditure for exercise (EEE). If the user has excessive calories intake, the application will recommend suitable exercises depending on...
the kind of sports and time spending which consults the

Algorithm 5 shows proposed algorithms for calculating actual EEE and remaining EEE from user’s physical exercise with the METs. In case of losing weight, even though the user have burnt calories exceed the optimal EEE, but the application will determine the remaining EEE to zero because our body cannot burn calories above or below TDEE by 15 to 20 percent [9].

Algorithm 4 caoOEEE (Optimal Energy Expenditure for Exercise Calculation)
Require: Algorithms CalBMI and CalTDEE
Define: actualCI = Actual Calory Intake, optimalCI = Optimal Calories Intake, optimalEEE = Optimal Energy Expenditure for Exercise, TDEE = Total Daily Energy Expenditure
1. Start
2. If (bmiLevel = MAINTAIN) Then
3. Set optimalCI = TDEE
4. Set excessEnergy = actualCI - optimalCI
5. If (excessEnergy > 0) Then
6. Set optimalEEE = excessEnergy + (TDEE * 0.10)
7. Else If (actualCI <= optimalCI AND numDay >= 3) Then
8. Set optimalEEE = TDEE * 0.10
9. Alert increasing ACI
10. Else Set optimalEEE = TDEE * 0.10
11. End If
12. Set exerciseLevel = 1 [For maintaining & gaining weight goals]
13. Else If (bmiLevel = LOSING) Then
14. Set optimalCI = TDEE * 0.80
15. Set excessEnergy = actualCI - optimalCI
16. If (excessEnergy > 0) Then
17. Set optimalEEE = excessEnergy + (TDEE * 0.10)
18. Set exerciseLevel = 2
19. Else If (actualCI <= optimalCI) Then
20. Set optimalEEE = TDEE * 0.10
21. Set exerciseLevel = 1
22. End If
23. Else If (bmiLevel = GAINING) Then
24. Set optimalCI = TDEE * 1.15
25. Set excessEnergy = actualCI - optimalCI
26. If (excessEnergy > 0) Then
27. Set optimalEEE = excessEnergy + (TDEE * 0.10)
28. Else If (actualCI <= optimalCI AND numDay >= 3) Then
29. Alert increasing ACI
30. Set optimalEEE = TDEE * 0.10
31. Else Set optimalEEE = TDEE *0.10
32. End If
33. Set exerciseLevel = 1
34. End If
35. Return exerciseLevel, optimalEEE
36. Stop

Algorithm 5 calRemainEEE
Define: actualCI = Actual Calory Intake, optimalCI = Optimal Calories Intake, optimalEEE = Optimal Energy Expenditure for Exercise
1. Start
2. Set actualEEE = 0.0175 * weight * time * MET
3. If (exerciseLevel = 1) Then
4. If (actualEEE >= 0 AND actualEEE <= optimalEEE) Then
5. Set remainEEE = optimalEEE – actualEEE
6. Go to 18
7. Else
8. Set remainEEE = 0
9. Go to 18
10. End If
11. Else
12. Set remainEEE = optimalEEE – actualEEE
13. If (remainEEE > 0) Then
14. Set remainEEE = 0
15. End If
16. Go to 18
17. End If
18. Return remainEEE
19. Stop

E. Prototype Design of GUI

The main page of the application also shows the daily OCI and optimal EEE with a graphical pie chart. The chart is presented with difference colors indicated amount of the both values. The GUI shows the user’s calories intake during a day time, the chart will be dynamically changing that depends on the user’s ACI and actual EEE as shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b).

In scenario of the user’s EEE estimation, the application will recommend the fitting of the EEE by various kind of sport and its’ calories burning. However, the user can adjust own exercise list by selecting provided sport list in the application. The user also can change time spending of each sport. Then, the application will re-estimate the EEE and summarize results to the user with the GUI as shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b) consequently

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND DISTRIBUTION PLATFORM

A. Implementation, Building and Testing

We reveal the calories intake and burn information using the Storyboard which is provided by the UIKit. The powerful Storyboard is for the multiview-based navigation application. It supports table view and developers can customize the table cells. In this work, we implement the pages with Tab bar and link all pages together. The application utilizes the Core
Services for storing pre-processed data such as the user profile, eating and exercise data as shown in Fig. 10. The application supports the iOS PLIST data structure for storing defined data. We have built and tested the application on the iPhone simulator and its real devices with the iOS 6.0. The application can calculate caries intake and energy expenditure correctly.

B. Distribution Platform

The application supports the iOS version 6.0 or later with a trademark Apple smartphone. The application also compatibly runs on iPad. We have uploaded it into the App Store and freely distributing to the users with its name as “Calories iCare”.

Fig. 10. The Core Service data dictionary of pre-processed data.

VI. FUTURE WORK

The application can utilizes new features of the iOS 8. The application will make the system more personalized such as different schedules to loose fat, gain weights or build muscles. In addition, the user can add weekly planner to set up a goal

VII. CONCLUSION

The main objective of the application is to keep the users’ healthy weight. This paper proposes a prototype for a nutrition recommendation and energy expenditure application. The application advises the user about the food energy intake and suitable energy consumption on exercise in daily life. Thai dishes are suggested in this work. The application supports the iOS version 6.0 or later on the Apple smartphones. The GUI design, implementation, building, testing, and evaluation are also proposed. The application has achieved requirements and specifications.
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